Chalkstick Fracture: A Catastrophic Injury

Abstract
Cervical spine region is known as very prone for injury because it is great mobility. Hyperflexion or hyperextension may create life-threatening injury to ankylosed cervical spine vertebra and spinal cord. The posttrauma result can range from neurological damage to the death. We present a case of a 52-year-old male patient, came to the emergency department with a history of road traffic accident induced quadriplegia and shock. The final diagnosis was chalkstick fracture of spine with complete cord transaction.
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Introduction
Ankylosed cervical spine fractures are not uncommon. The word “ankylosis or anchylosis refers for abnormal bone joint adhesion and rigidity in normal movement. Ankylosing spondylitis is known as a seronegative spondyloarthropathy commonly found at the sacral joints, iliac joints, and in the spine. Because of this, spine can lose articulation, normal architecture and become stiff and weak. Because of this pathology, low-velocity trauma can create spinal fracture. Surrounding ossified soft tissue and osteoporosis make these types of fractures highly unstable.

Case Report
A 52-year-old man came in emergency with a history of road traffic accident (RTA). He was unable to move his all four limbs and not able to pass urine also. With the old history, he was suffering with ankylosing spondylitis of cervical spine. During RTA, he was going on the motorcycle and suddenly stacked with divider on the road. Because of his helmet, he did not get a head injury, but his cervical spine had absorbed the total trauma force during fall. He was feeling difficulty to take breath. He gave a complete history of incidence by his own but unable to move his limbs and body below the level of neck with abnormal sensations of pin-prick in his body below neck. On general examination, he was in hypotension with bradycardia, suggestive of spinal shock.

After all postspine trauma safety measures such as cervical collar, spine board, fluid management and airway management, plain radiographs done. Plain radiography of cervical spine [Figure 1] revealed cervical spine C4–C5 level fracture with total displacement with forward bending of cervical spine. Chalkstick fracture of cervical spine was final diagnosis.

After plain radiography, we were planning for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to find out severity of cervical cord injury, suddenly, the patient clinical condition course deteriorated and he became unconscious with very low blood pressure. Fiberoptic intubation done and ventilation started. Unfortunately, after all lifesaving attempts, patient died due to cardiac arrest in emergency within 40 min.

Discussion
Several causes can affect the cervical region of spine. The various radiological presentations, clinical scenario, and cause of deaths of ankylosing spondylitis patients complicated by cervical trauma have been described in literature previously. It found most commonly in elderly. There are very few case reported in literature related specifically with chalkstick fracture. Chalkstick fracture is a traumatic complete fracture of ankylosed cervical spine. Because of rigidity and stiffness, minor trauma can produce devastating injury to cervical region. The most common region
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of fracture is C5–C6. This entity often presents with ossification of the posterior longitudinal ligament (OPLL), diffuse idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis (DISH), and the ligamentum flavum ossification (OLF). The involvement of cervical spine in ankylosing spondylitis and other related pathology (OPLL, DISH, and OLF) is very high (75%) as compare to thoracic (15%) and lumbar (10%). All of these factors are responsible for heavy calcification with ossification of the ligamentous structures of the cervical spine and which can result as “chalk stick” fractures after minor or major injuries. Chalkstick fractures are very unstable type and very devastating in nature because of the hard and stiff broken ligamentous structures around it. Surrounding degenerated structures such as muscles, tendons, and ligaments use to play notoriously role to make this fracture as a complex life-threatening injury. The first and foremost task is quick and correct diagnosis of pathology to reduce the mortality. This can be hidden under the head injury or other external injuries due to polytrauma. Sometimes, plain radiograph can miss a minor fracture at spine and it can transform in grievous complication due to secondary injury. Computed tomography (CT) scan is best diagnostic choice for bone pathology. A thin 2 mm cut, multislice CT with three-dimensional reconstruction is very helpful to define location, extent and severity. MRI scanning is best to identify the ligament, perilesional edema, collection of blood/fluid, spinal cord injury, and intraspinal bleeding. If the fracture involves at the disc space, the chance of neurological deficit or injury will be less and prognosis will be good. Total spinal distraction due to fractures use to associate with poor prognosis. After the diagnostic workup, management of this entity is a herculean task. Total destruction of alignment, displacement of vertebra, and per-injury status of spine plays major role in management. In the absence of deformity, the patient can be managed with conservative management with immobilization with cervical collar support. If deformity is clear and associated with risk of neurological injury, special stabilization technique with surgical procedure is important for betterment of patient and prevention of secondary injury. Soft or rigid cervical collar, spinal traction techniques and halo traction and fixation are useful if surgical stabilization delays. In the cases of cervical spine injuries, literature suggests use of fiberoptic intubation or the use of a laryngeal mask to ventilate the patient. The maintenance of intravascular blood volume with blood pressure is also useful to prevent the spinal cord for ischemia or secondary insult. Once vitals of patient become stable, early definitive stabilization with minimum handling of spinal cord, to prevent the secondary injury, can give fantastic outcomes. Unfortunately, in our case, the patient died in initial stage due to cardiac arrest. Various operative methods are described in literature such as anterior stabilization, posterior stabilization, and combined anterior and posterior stabilization. Combined anterior and posterior stabilization is more reliable than other method because of maximum stability factor. To correct the spinal stenosis, spinal decompression by laminectomy can be used. For more stability and enhancement of bone growth, autologous bone graft fragments can also use with fixation. Postoperative strict spinal stabilization required minimum for 10–15 days. Then after cervical collar is recommended for 4–6 months.

Conclusion
Cervical spine fracture with characteristics of chalkstick type should awake the surgeons and physicians for a big challenge. History of ankylosing spondylitis of cervical spine in victim makes it more worsen. There is a need of standard international registry protocol for primary care of cervical spine injury. Expert radiological evaluation, quick assessment of severity, and disciplined management can change the result and prognosis.
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